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Cases, Materials and Text on
European Law and Private Law
2017-03-09
this casebook deals with the horizontal effects of
eu law which is to say its effects on
relationships between individuals to a large
extent these effects have been created by the
court of justice of the european union cjeu on the
basis of the european treaties the main focus of
the casebook is on the developments relating to
primary eu law and their influence on national
private law it studies instances where eu primary
law has already directly or indirectly influenced
the case law in the member states or where it is
expected to do so soon compared to the well known
impact of eu directives on private law these
developments concerning primary eu law are hardly
noted by private lawyers and perhaps not
sufficiently explained by scholars of eu law
therefore the book makes an important contribution
to scholarship and education this book highlights
developments in the areas of competition law
fundamental freedoms non discrimination general
principles of eu law ex officio application of
provisions of eu law and implementation of
directives including harmonious interpretation and
francovich liability in its analysis of the ways
in which eu law interacts with private law the
book will be an invaluable resource to students
practitioners and academics of eu private law
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General Principles of Law
2017-06-15
examining general principles of law provides one
of the most instructive examples of the
intersection between eu law and comparative law
this collection draws on the expertise of high
profile and distinguished scholars to provide a
critical examination of this interaction it shows
how general principles of eu law need to be
responsive to national laws in addition it is
clear that the laws of the member states have no
choice but to be responsive to the general
principles which are developed through eu law
viewed through the perspective of proportionality
legal certainty and fundamental rights the dynamic
relationship between the ingenuity of the court of
justice the legislative process and the process of
treaty revision is comprehensively illustrated

European Union Law 2015-04-02
provides a clear yet rigorous coverage of all the
core topics of eu law with numerous case extracts
and one hundred visual aids

The Europeanisation of Law
2000-09-25
this book consists of interrelated essays by many
past and present members of the eui law department
the contributors are all well known specialists in
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their fields whose essays address such issues as
the effects of integration upon certain national
laws the elaboration of eu law to provide a new
framework for or replacement for national laws the
piece meal development of specific legal strands
of eu law and their intertwining with national or
international laws and the indirect and sometimes
unintended consequences of european integration
with regard to national eu or international law

Lawyering Europe 2013-03-13
while scholarly writing has dealt with the role of
law in the process of european integration so far
it has shed little light on the lawyers and
communities of lawyers involved in that process
law has been one of the most thoroughly
investigated aspects of the european integration
process and eu law has become a well established
academic discipline with the emergence more
recently of an impressive body of legal and
political science literature on european law in
context yet this field has been dominated by an
essentially judicial narrative focused on the role
of the european courts underestimating in the
process the multifaceted roles lawyers and law
play in the eu polity notably the roles they play
beyond the litigation arena this volume seeks to
promote a deeper understanding of european law as
a social and political phenomenon presenting a
more complete view of the european legal field by
looking beyond the courts and at the same time
broadening the scholarly horizon by exploring the
ways in which european law is actually made to do
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this it describes the roles of the great variety
of actors who stand behind legal norms and
decisions bringing together perspectives from
various disciplines law political science
political sociology and history to offer a global
multi disciplinary reassessment of the role of law
and lawyers in the european integration process

The Rising Complexity of European
Law 2014-03-27
the volume presents seven contributions which
analyse two different progressive complex
developments of european law the legal challenges
of adherence to the internal market without
membership in the european union in a comparative
view of norway eea and switzerland bilateral
agreements and the legal answers to the financial
and or budgetary crisis and challenges in europe
the common denominator of both subjects is the
raising complexity of european law

The Treaty of Lisbon and the
Future of European Law and Policy
2012-01-01
after lisbon the eu has reached a new precarious
stage in its development new institutions have
been created and policies reformed the different
chapters of this book cover the most important
innovations while providing a fresh critical
assessment of the shortcomings of the present
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arrangements works are always in progress at the
eu site and the authors provide the future
architects of this grand building as well as the
academic community with much food for thought
roberto caranta university of turin italy this
comprehensive and insightful book discusses in
detail the many innovations and shortcomings of
the historic lisbon version of the treaty on
european union and what is now called the treaty
on the functioning of the european union divided
into six parts the 23 chapters provide after
lisbon perspectives on law and governance of the
eu its powers and nature the charter of
fundamental rights eu external action and policy
justice and criminal policy and economic
governance the authors drawn from eleven eu member
states offer a uniquely diverse and extensive
coverage of the new eu law and policy after lisbon
the book argues that while the treaty of lisbon
has to be considered a milestone in the history of
european integration its shortcomings and open
questions will make a future major treaty
inevitable the treaty of lisbon and the future of
european law and policy will appeal to
postgraduate students and academics in european
law and policy eu institutions diplomatic missions
lobbying ngos specialised lawyers and governments

The Foundations of European
Private Law 2011-09-19
there remains an urgent need for a deeper
discussion of the theoretical political and
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federal dimensions of the european codification
project while much valuable work has already been
undertaken the chapters in this volume take as
their starting point the proposition that further
reflection and critical thought will enhance the
quality and efficacy of the on going work of the
various codification bodies the volume contains
chapters by representatives of the common frame of
reference the study group and the acquis group as
well as by those who have not been involved in
particular projects but who have previously
commented more distantly on their work for
instance those belonging to the trento group and
the social justice group the chapters between them
represent the most comprehensive attempt so far to
survey the state of the codification project its
theoretical political and federal foundations and
the future prospects for enforcement and
compliance

The Evolution of EU Law 2011
the european union has undergone major changes in
the last decade including treaty reform and a
significant expansion of activity in foreign and
security policy and justice and home affairs in
the first edition of this influential textbook a
team of leading lawyers and political scientists
reflected upon the important developments in their
chosen area over the time since the ec was formed
this new edition continues this analysis ten years
on taking into account the social and political
background and without losing sight of the changes
that came before in each chapter the contributors
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analyze the principle themes and assess the legal
and political forces that have shaped its
development each author addresses a specific topic
event or theme from the european court of justice
to treaty reform the enlargement of the eu to
administrative law the effect of eu law on culture
to climate change together the chapters tell the
story of the rapid development of eu law its past
present and future

The Evolving Nature of EU
External Relations Law 2021-01-21
this book originates from the proceedings of the
10th anniversary conference of the centre for the
law of eu external relations cleer in which
renowned experts in the field took stock of recent
evolutions in the law and practice of the eu s
external relations in particular the book
addresses the question of how the evolving legal
and political framework affects the nature of eu
external relations law the contributions discuss
the actions and reactions of the eu through
external action instruments in a number of
substantive areas such as migration trade
neighbouring policies security and defence by
shedding light on the most significant
developments of the past decade this edited volume
attests to the ever evolving nature of the field
of eu external relations law thus this book is
essential reading for academics practitioners and
policy makers at the eu level interested in the
field of eu external relations law dr w th douma
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is an independent legal expert at the european
environmental law consultancy and eu legal centre
for european and international law both based in
the netherlands voluntary researcher at ghent
university in belgium and senior legal adviser at
the dutch ministry of social affairs and
employment prof dr c eckes is professor of
european law at the university of amsterdam and
director of the amsterdam centre for european law
and governance the netherlands prof dr p van
elsuwege is professor of european union law at
ghent university and co director of the ghent
european law institute belgium dr e kassoti is
senior researcher in eu and international law at
the asser institute and academic co ordinator of
the centre for the law of eu external relations
cleer the netherlands prof dr a ott is professor
of eu external relations law and jean monnet
professor in eu law at maastricht university the
netherlands prof dr r a wessel is professor of
european law and head of the european and economic
law department at the university of groningen the
netherlands

European Union Law for the
Twenty-First Century: Volume 2
2004-12-06
this book to be published in two volumes is based
on the contributions made to the w g hart workshop
2003 it contains more than forty contributions by
leading experts seeking to assess the state of
development of eu law some fifty years after the
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establishment of the communities and contribute to
the current debate on the european constitution
the second volume focuses on challenges in the
field of the internal market and external
relations looking at diverse areas of european law
including free movement competition law and merger
control public procurement consumer law
enlargement wto third country nationals sex
equality ets authors include tony arnull george
bermann marise cremona paul craig eileen denza
piet eeckhout koen lenaerts steve peers wulf
henning roth francis snyder erika szyszczak takis
tridimas and stephen weatherill

Limits to EU Powers 2017-07-27
praise for the book essential reading for anyone
interested in the existence and exercise of eu
powers in the field of criminal law Öberg s
critical examination of the constitutional
constraints to eu action also raises many
questions that are of great interest in other
areas of eu competence the book deserves a wide
readership among scholars interested in the
constitutional workings of the european union
samuli miettinen university of helsinki tallinn
university the main strength of this book lies in
its comprehensiveness of dealing with the topical
issue of eu regulatory criminal law from the
fascinating perspective of limits to eu powers its
particular contribution to existing scholarship in
the field of eu criminal law concerns its focus on
judicial checks on the exercise of competences as
to which the book offers a convincing proposal for
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a stricter standard for judicial review in matters
of regulatory criminal law and beyond professor
jannemieke ouwerkerk leiden law school an
excellent read on competence allocation in eu law
and what it means in criminal law context this
book guides the reader through very complex
questions of the contours of subsidiarity national
competences and the exact limits of eu powers it
also supplies up to date case studies of financial
crimes and the need for the eu to act effectively
and thereby increase confidence in the market and
the challenges it may cause for national systems a
very timely contribution ester herlin karnell vu
university amsterdam pursuant to the precepts of
eu law eu policy makers are bound to ensure that
any eu legislation must fall within the remit of
the eu s competences this monograph looks at this
highly contested issue with particular reference
to european union criminal law it looks at the
powers enjoyed by the eu to impose criminal
sanctions to suggest mechanisms by which
legislative powers could be kept in check the book
argues that the main responsibility for providing
checks against the exercise of eu power lies with
the eu judiciary it argues that the most effective
form of review is procedural and through the case
study of sanctions provides the basis for such a
review innovative engaging and rigorous this is an
important publication both in the field of
european criminal and constitutional law
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Principles of European
Constitutional Law 2009-12-03
for the time being the political project of basing
the european union on a document entitled
constitution has failed the second revised and
enlarged edition of this volume retains its title
nonetheless building on a scholarly rather than
black letter law account it shows european
constitutional law as it looks following the
treaty of lisbon with the eu s foundational
treaties mandating the exercise of public
authority establishing a hierarchy of norms and
legitimising legal acts providing for citizenship
and granting fundamental rights in this way the
treaties shape the relations between legal orders
between public interest regulation and market
economy and between law and politics the
contributions demonstrate in detail how a
constitutional approach furthers understanding of
the core issues of eu law how it offers
theoretical and doctrinal insights and how it adds
critical perspective from reviews of the first
edition should be mandatory reading for anyone who
wants to get a holistic perspective of the
academic debate on europe s constitutional
foundations it is impossible to present the
richness of thought contained in the 833 pages of
the book in a short review common market law
review an enduring scholarly work which gives an
english speaking audience important and overdue
access to the long standing and forever vigorous
traditions of european constitutional law
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unhesitatingly recommend ed european law journal
real scholarship in the profound sense of the word
k lenaerts professor of european law leuven

The Interface Between EU and
International Law 2019-05-16
despite their many obvious interconnections eu and
international law are all too often studied and
practised in different spheres while it is natural
for each to insist on its own unique
characteristics and in particular for the eu to
emphasise its sui generis nature important
insights might be lost because of this
exclusionary approach this book aims to break
through some of those barriers and to show how
more interaction between the two spheres might be
encouraged in so doing it offers a constitutional
dimension but also a substantive one identifying
policy areas where eu and international law and
their respective actors work alongside each other
offering a 360 degree view on both eu and
international institutional and substantive law
this collection presents a refreshing perspective
on a longstanding issue

An Introduction to European Law
2012-09-06
this new introduction provides a short but
comprehensive treatment to european law
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EU Law and Governance 2022-05-05
an accessible and interdisciplinary take on eu law
and governance situating eu law in its political
social and cultural context

Cases and Materials on EU Law
2016
cases and materials on eu law is a highly
respected eu law text and the only cases and
materials book in the field with his clear
engaging writing style stephen weatherill presents
the main constitutional and substantive areas of
eu law alongside the themes and principles that
have shaped the development of the eu and its
policies the 12th edition provides a wealth of
carefully selected case law alongside engaging
extracts and materials to help explain the
complexities of eu law in a contextualized and
thought provoking manner insightful author notes
and questions accompany each extract providing
valuable additional detail to challenge
understanding and encourage students to engage
critically with the material this title is
accompanied by an online resource centre providing
students with extra learning materials including
an interactive map of europe a timeline of the eu
video footage a guide to further web resources a
table of equivalences legal updates guidance for
lecturers on using the book when teaching
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The Coherence of EU Law 2008
this volume examines the problems of legal and
linguistic diversity in the eu legal system in a
union of 27 member states with 23 different
languages how can the coherence of eu law be
guaranteed the volume addresses this central
question from a range of theoretical and practical
perspectives

A Short History of European Law
2018-01-08
tamar herzog offers a road map to european law
across 2 500 years that reveals underlying
patterns and unexpected connections by showing
what european law was where its iterations were
found who made and implemented it and what the
results were she ties legal norms to their
historical circumstances and reveals the law s
fragile malleability

The European Union under
Transnational Law 2018-01-11
for almost a decade the european union has been
stuck in a permanent crisis starting with domestic
constitutional crises followed by an imported
financial crisis it has evolved into a fully
formed political crisis this book argues that none
of the crises are exclusively internal to the eu
and the responses to date which have taken inward
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looking approaches are simply inadequate
resolution can only come when the eu engages more
fully with transnational law this highly topical
book offers an innovative dual focus on both
transnational and eu law together it sets out the
relationship between the two frameworks by
exploring practical concrete problems that
transnational law has posed to the eu these
problems are explored from the perspective of four
key tenets of both systems namely the rule of law
democracy the protection of human rights and
justice it does this by advancing the theoretical
framework of principled legal pluralism in so
doing it offers clear normative guidance as to how
the relationship between eu and transnational law
should be developed and fostered

EU Law 2008
written by two prominent experts in the field the
fourth edition of the market leading eu law text
cases and materials offers the reader an
authoritative and comprehensive guide to the main
fields of eu law both institutional and
substantive through the distinctive mix of 50 text
and 50 cases and materials the fully revised and
updated fourth edition addresses the significant
recent developments in eu legislation including
four new chapters on topics of central importance
the new enlarged format includes a two colour text
design which easily distinguishes between author
commentary and cases and materials craig and de
burca s eu law text cases and materials is the
bestselling eu law textbook recommended by many
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institutions as a core text for llb courses and
trusted by thousands of students to provide an
authoritative commentary on eu law accompanied by
an online resource centre containing an
interactive map of europe with hot spots on all eu
member states providing factual information on
each member country interactive timeline tracking
key dates in eu legal history

Strengthening the Rule of Law in
Europe 2016-12-15
respect for the rule of law is according to
article 2 of the treaty on european union a value
on which the union is founded and a prerequisite
for the accession of new member states however in
some member states there are deficiencies as
regards the independence of the justice system or
other aspects of the rule of law and on several
occasions the union has been confronted with a
rule of law crisis in order to address this
problem the book elucidates the principal elements
of a common european rule of law in a global
context and explores the different mechanisms and
instruments appropriate to safeguard the rule of
law and to address future rule of law crises in
the member states the book brings together
contributions from renowned academics high ranking
professionals and experts in the fields of
european law public international law and
constitutional law
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A Companion to European Union Law
and International Law 2016-05-02
featuring contributions from renowned scholars a
companion to european union law and international
law presents a comprehensive and authoritative
collection of essays that addresses all of the
most important topics on european union and
international law integrates the fields of
european union law and international law revealing
both the similarities and differences features
contributions from renowned scholars in the fields
of eu law and international law covers a broad
range of topical issues including trade
institutional decision making the european court
of justice democracy human rights criminal law the
emu and many others

The Involvement of EU Law in
Private Law Relationships
2013-03-12
the involvement of the eu in regulating private
conduct and relationships between individuals is
increasing as a result eu law affects the scope of
private autonomy in ever wider contexts sparking
tensions with fundamental concepts of national
private law systems this volume offers a
descriptive and normative account of the
involvement of eu law in private law relationships
the recurring theme in the collected papers is the
scope of policy objectives which are apt to
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legitimise the european union s as yet
unsystematic tendency to serve as a source of
restrictions of private autonomy the nature and
purpose of the involvement of european union law
in private law relationships is investigated by
the authors from both the substantive and the
constitutional perspective the papers look at such
sectors regulating private law relationships as
consumer law labour law competition law equal
treatment law and the law of remedies while
focusing on private law relationships the authors
investigate more general concepts of eu law such
as the internal market freedoms and general
principles of law and the different modes of
ensuring the effective application of eu secondary
law

The EU Charter of Fundamental
Rights 2014-12-01
the charter of fundamental rights of the european
union enshrines the key political social and
economic rights of eu citizens and residents in eu
law in its present form it was approved in 2000 by
the european parliament the council of ministers
and the european commission however its legal
status remained uncertain until the entry into
force of the treaty of lisbon in december 2009 the
charter obliges the eu to act and legislate
consistently with the charter and enables the eu s
courts to strike down eu legislation which
contravenes it the charter applies to eu member
states when they are implementing eu law but does
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not extend the competences of the eu beyond the
competences given to it in the treaties this
commentary on the charter the first in english
written by experts from several eu member states
provides an authoritative but succinct statement
of how the charter impacts upon eu domestic and
international law following the conventional
article by article approach each commentator
offers an expert view of how each article is
either already being interpreted in the courts or
is likely to be interpreted each commentary is
referenced to the case law and is augmented with
extensive references to further reading six cross
cutting introductory chapters explain the charter
s institutional anchorage its relationship to the
fundamental rights agency its interaction with
other parts of international human rights law the
enforcement mechanisms extraterritorial scope and
the all important explanations

Essentials of EU Law 2012-08-30
students new to the study of eu law can find
knowing what questions to ask to be as much of a
challenge as answering them this book clearly sets
the scene it explores the history and institutions
of the eu examines the interplay of its main
bodies in its legislative process and illustrates
the role played by the eu courts and the
importance of fundamental rights the student is
also introduced to the key principles of the
internal market in particular the free movement of
goods and the free movement of workers in addition
a number of other eu policies such as the common
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agricultural policy environmental protection and
social policy are outlined while a more detailed
inquiry is made into european competition law this
book is an essential first port of call for all
students of european law

European Law and National Private
Law 2016
traditionally european law is important for public
law however it is also increasingly important for
private law that is to say the legal relationships
between individuals european law and national
private law addresses and analyses the various
sources of european law in hierarchical order
namely the treaty on the functioning of the
european union the general principles of eu law eu
directives and eu regulations as well as the
influence of fundamental rights both the echr and
the eu charter on private law the nature of each
source of law and its significance for and
influence on the general part of national private
law is discussed particular attention is devoted
to the review of national private law legislation
in the light of european legislation that has
direct effect direct and indirect effect of
european law on legal relationships between
individuals ex officio application of european law
by the national courts and interpretation issues
arising as a result of the interaction between
european law and national law further comparisons
are drawn between the different sources of law the
book then concludes with a detailed overview of
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european directives that are of particular
relevance for general private law european law and
national private law provides a concise
introduction to the influence of eu law and the
echr on legal relationships between individuals a
must read for every lawyer

Unjustified Enrichment 2010-03-12
unjustified enrichment is one of the three main
non contractual obligations dealt with in the dcfr
in recent years unjustified enrichment has been
one of the most intellectually animated areas of
private law in an area of law whose territory is
still partially uncharted and whose boundaries are
contested this volume of principles of european
law will be invaluable for academic analysis of
the law and its development by the courts during
the drafting process comparative material from
over 25 different eu jurisdictions has been taken
into account the work therefore is not only a
presentation of a future model for european rules
to come but provides also a fairly detailed
indication of the present legal situation in the
member states

The Emergence of EU Contract Law
2011-09-22
the emergence of a pan european contract law is
one of the most significant legal developments in
europe today the emergence of eu contract law
exploring europeanization examines the origins of
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the discipline and its subsequent evolution it
brings the discussion up to date with full
analysis of the debate on the common frame of
reference and the future that this ambiguous
instrument may have in the contemporary european
legal framework one of the central themes of the
book is exploration of the multi level open
architecture of the eu legal order and the
implications of that architecture for the eu s
private law programme the analysis demonstrates
that the key to understanding european contract
law in the 21st century lies in adopting a
perspective and mechanisms suitable for a legal
order populated by multiple sources of private law
legal pluralism is offered as a theoretical
construct with the capacity to shape the future of
european private law shifting the analytical
spotlight beyond the traditional centralized
legislative means of regulation in so doing softer
mechanisms are introduced for the governance of
contract law mechanisms that enable coordination
between the different sites at which contract law
operates this reorientation in thinking about
european contract law indeed about europeanization
itself enables the inevitable diversity and
pluralism that is a feature of multi level europe
to be captured within a framework that maximizes
the opportunities for mutual learning and exchange
across private law sites

The Making of European Private
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Law 2002
the private law of the member states of the
european union has become more and more european
the fact that the european union is making ever
more use of directives as an instrument to achieve
private law goals is in this context not the most
important development of much more substance is
the fact that one increasingly realises that a
uniform european private law has to be created in
one way or another in the near future if a truly
common european market is to function at all over
the last decade europe has witnessed the emergence
of a vigorous debate about the need for and the
feasibility of a future european ius commune in
the field of private law this book critically
discusses this debate and provides a systematic
overview of the various initiatives taken and
describes the fragmentary european private law
that already exists by way of european directives
international conventions etc in addition the
author aims at making a contribution to the debate
by suggesting that the experience good or bad of
the so called mixed legal systems is of great
importance to the european private law venture and
to the development of a uniform private law for
europe this idea is supported by insights from law
economics and illustrated by south african law in
particular this idea of european private law as a
mixed legal system is then applied to the law of
contracts torts and property this book takes up
the challenge to give a critical examination on
the various methods of creating this ius commune a
detailed table of contents list of abbreviations
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bibliography table of cases and index complete the
book and make it a valuable study for everyone
interested in european private law

Wyatt and Dashwood's European
Union Law 2011-06-14
first published 30 years ago wyatt and dashwood s
european union law was a landmark publication
designed and written for students taking degree
level courses in eu law in the intervening years
new editions have appeared at regular intervals
firmly establishing the book as a reliable and
authoritative text besides introducing generations
of students to the intricacies of european law it
has also been increasingly relied upon by scholars
practitioners and the courts as a valuable source
of reference on this complex and ever expanding
body of law while the book cannot cover every
aspect of the subject matter it nevertheless
offers comprehensive coverage of those aspects of
eu law most commonly studied at degree level part
i introduces the history and foundations of the
union s primary law part ii looks at the union s
institutions decision making procedures and
competences it also deals with the union judiciary
focusing on direct actions before the union courts
and preliminary references from national courts
the constitutional fundamentals of direct effect
and supremacy effective judicial protection before
national courts general principles of union law
and the charter of fundamental rights are dealt
with in part iii part iv covers the internal
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market free movement of goods union citizenship
workers establishment and services the services
directive mutual recognition of qualifications
corporate establishment and company law
harmonisation part v deals with competition law
articles 101 and 102 tfeu the enforcement of union
competition rules and other related competition
law issues part vi then includes a brand new
chapter concerned with the eu s external relations
together with treatment of the legal effects of
international agreements entered into by the eu as
with previous editions the aim is to provide an
accurate critical pragmatic and original account
of the subject at times also offering unique
insiders insights the book holds to its reputation
as being both broad and profound the ideal
foundation for gaining a deep understanding of eu
law this edition reflects the law post lisbon it
has also been re structured and re designed so as
to facilitate ease of use its original authors
derrick wyatt and alan dashwood continue to make a
significant contribution michael dougan eleanor
spaventa and barry rodger complete the team of
authors working on this invaluable textbook and
reference work the 6th edition has already been
cited in the northern ireland high court by the
honourable mr justice bernard mccloskey 2011 niqb
61

From International to Federal
Market 2017
scheutze proposes three models that assist in
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explaining the transitions in the structure of the
eu internal market and analyses the changing
structure of european law in relation to the
european internal market he starts by offering a
historical analysis of the relationship between
international law and market coordination up to
the twentieth century but also provides an in
depth analysis of the constitutional principles he
then specifically addresses the decline of the
international model in relation to the eu internal
market and the corresponding rise of a federal
market philosophy after cassis de dijon the final
chapter explores the exceptional constitutional
principles that apply to fiscal matters this is
the second volume in schutze s trilogy on the
changing structure of european law the book
complements his previous volume which analysed the
evolving structure of positive integration a third
volume will finally explore the formal
constitutional aspects in the evolution of the
european union into a federal union of states

The Division of Competences
between the EU and the Member
States 2017-10-05
the issue of competence division is of fundamental
importance as it reflects the power bargain struck
between the member states and their union
determining the limits of the authority of the eu
as well as the limits of the authority of the
member states it defines the nature of the eu as a
polity as well as the identity of the member
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states after over six years since the entry into
force of the lisbon treaty it is high time to take
stock of whether the reforms that were adopted to
make the union s system of division of competences
between the eu member states clearer more coherent
and better at containing european integration have
been successful this book asks whether the
competence problem has finally been solved given
the fundamental importance of this question this
publication will be of interest to a wide audience
from constitutional and substantive eu law
scholars to practitioners in the eu institutions
and eu legal practice more generally

Co-actorship in the Development
of European Law-Making 2005
the motto of the european union united in its
diversity article iv 1 draft treaty establishing a
constitution for europe serves well as the prime
aspiration with regard to the quality of european
legislation the legislation of the european union
is not intended to erase the diversity of legal
traditions methods and systems in the member
states but rather to shape their compatibility
with respect for the diversity of their
institutional arrangements and legal cultures it
is against this background that the quality of
european legislation was discussed during a two
day colloquium organised by the association of the
councils of state and supreme administrative
jurisdictions of the european union in june 2004
in the hague the colloquium was attended by
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representatives of the 25 member states of the eu
as well as of the court of justice of the ec the
present book is based on the general report
written for the colloquium the various national
reports two reports prepared by members of the
court of justice of the ec and the court of first
instance and the discussions more specifically the
book deals with inter alia the european and
national legislative process the preliminary
rulings procedure as a tool and a source for the
application of european law and the various
connecting links between the eu and the national
legal systems the book will not only be of
interest to all persons professionally involved in
the process of drafting legislation or the
administration of justice whether at the european
level or in the member states but also to lawyers
interested in legislative and jurisdictional
aspects of european integration ernst m h hirsch
ballin is president of the administrative
jurisdiction division of the dutch council of
state and professor of international law tilburg
university the netherlands linda a j senden is
professor of european law tilburg university the
netherlands

European Union Law for the
Twenty-First Century: Volume 1
2004-09-28
this book is based on contributions made to the wg
hart workshop 2003 it contains articles by leading
experts seeking to assess the state of development
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of eu law some fifty years after the establishment
of the communities and to contribute to the
current debate on the european constitution the
first volume concentrates on the themes of
european constitutionalism and eu external
relations it analyses the proposed constitution
dealing among others with the division of
competence between the eu and the member states
community legislation the role of national
parliaments democracy in the eu human rights and
the court of justice it also contains articles on
eu external relations covering among others
enlargement the common foreign and security policy
immigration and asylum policy and the relations
between the eu and the wto

Constitutional Law of the EU’s
Common Foreign and Security
Policy 2019-10-03
the common foreign and security policy cfsp of the
european union is a highly exceptional component
of the eu legal order this constitutionalised
foreign policy regime with legal diplomatic and
political dna woven throughout its fabric is a
distinct sub system of law on the outermost sphere
of european supranationalism when contrasted
against other union policies it is immediately
clear that eu foreign policy has a special
decision making mechanism making it highly
exceptional in the now depillarised framework of
the eu treaties issues of institutional division
arise from the legacy of the former pillar system
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this is due to the reality that of prime concern
in eu external relations is the question of who
decides by engaging a number of legal themes that
cut across foreign affairs exceptionalism
executive prerogatives parliamentary
accountability judicial review and the
constitutionalisation of european integration the
book lays bare how eu foreign affairs have become
highly legalised leading to ever greater coherence
in how europe exerts itself on the global stage in
this first monograph dedicated exclusively to the
law of the eu s common foreign and security policy
in modern times the author argues that the legal
framework for eu foreign affairs must adapt in a
changing world so as to ensure the eu treaties can
cater for a more assertive europe in the wider
world cited in opinion of advocate general evgeni
tanchev case c 730 18 p sc v eulex kosovo ecli eu
c 2020 176 court of justice of the european union
first chamber 5 march 2020 opinion of advocate
general gerard hogan case c 134 19 p bank refah
kargaran v council of the european union ecli eu c
2020 396 court of justice of the european union
grand chamber 28 may 2020 and opinion of advocate
general evgeni tanchev case c 283 20 co me gc and
42 others v mj head of mission european commission
european external action service eeas council of
the european union eulex kosovo ecli eu c 2021 781
court of justice of the european union fifth
chamber 30 september 2021
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EU Law Directions 2018
a considered balance of depth detail context and
critique directions books offer the most student
friendly guide to the subject they empower
students to evaluate the law understand its
practical application and approach assessments
with confidence

A Critical Introduction to
European Law 1996
european law has recently become established as a
core subject for law society exemption purposes
ward a critical introduction to european law pays
particular emphasis to the law of the constitution
and the u k experience of integration in europe
this is the only text which acts as a critical
introduction to european law professor ian ward s
critique examines the all too numerous
inconsistencies and injustices of european law
whilst seeking to place this law in its
philosophical economic political and historical
context

The Principle of Loyalty in EU
Law 2014
the principle of loyalty requires the eu and its
member states to co operate sincerely towards the
implementation of eu law under the principle the
european courts have developed significant public
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law duties on states to deepen the reach of eu law
this is the first full length analysis of the
loyalty principle and its legal implications

Establishing the Supremacy of
European Law 2006
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